
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Objection to Stage 2 Coastal Reforms

I vehemently object to the abovementioned reforms on the following grounds:-‐

•	 The consultation processwas not completed correctly due	  to	  the	  lack of
mapping in the consultation period; the whole consultation	  process
should	  be extended.	  It appears	  as	  though these proposed changes are
being	  rushed through.	  Given	  the inadequate consultation	  process,	  the
government has opened itself to major legal challenges

•	 Our community met withMinister Stokes and his statements at that	  
meeting, which are recorded, are completely contradicted by these
proposed changes

•	 The proposed changes	  do not take	  into	  account specific local
circumstances. The changes are	  a “blunt weapon” for a green	  idealistic
political movement that appears to be entrenched	  in the	  NSW
bureaucracy

•	 The proposed changes effectively remove the common law rights of
property	  owners to protect their own property by imposing impossible to
achieve hurdles,	  basically stopping coastal protection	  works

•	 The OEH appears to be politically	  bias. There are many people within the
OEH that	  have	  a bias towards planned retreat.	  Planned retreat	  is not	  a
suitable	  policy	  for urban	  areas

•	 The proposed changes	  appear	  as	  bad	  or worse	  than	  those	  proposed by	  
Frank Sartor. The liberal government is finishing	  of the	  previous Labor
governments work for them

•	 The proposed Coastal Council has too much power, in that it determines if
there is compliance and also if the Minister should or should not certify a
CZMP.

•	 As an erosion event occurs, your property boundary is adjusted	  

landward with no ability for the boundary to move seaward in an
accretive event. This is completely un-‐acceptable

•	 There are	  a lot ofmodern coastal engineering	  practices that	  are used
in Australia and around the world. NSW is acting	  irresponsibly	  with its
power by not allowing coastal communities the ability to protect urban
areas.

The proposed changes	  are	  un-‐Australian and attack the core of common law
property rights. Australian Coastal Communities will object loudly if these
changes are approved.

The changes are irresponsible economically,
environmentally. But the Government seems
entirely.

legally in many cases socially and
to be ignoring its constituents


